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The City of Waterford is at the head of the Barony of Gaultier – Land of the 

Foreigner- and assuredly the hand of the Stranger is noticeable everywhere in 

this quaint old city of ours. 

The cathedral was born in the imagination of a Dane and ‘improved’ by 

vandals.; the motto is a gift of a Tudor; our chiefest pride, The Quay, was built 

by a Welshman;the designer of our principal public buildings, John Roberts, is 

also said to be of Welsh origin. 

 Our Freemen are mainly descended from Bristolians and stout men of Devon; 

our old bridge  was built by a Bostonian; the new one is built on the principle 

of a Frenchman, the design of an Englishman and is the handiwork of a 

Scotsman: Quakers made a bloodless conquest of our corn trade; our 

aristocracy is mainly Cromwellian; the..but why go on? 

Is there not sufficient evidence  in these few truths to show that the 

foundation of the city is built, not upon the rock of race, but upon the oozy 

mud of neo-civicism. 

 If you require further proof that our city has remained ‘untouched’ by the Celt, 

you only have to glance down the list of those who governed us since the time 

of King John’s Charter. The list of Mayors since the year 1377 abounds with 

English names, such as Chaman, Archer, Rice, Strong, Bolton, Weeks, Cooper, 

Eeles, King, Hobbs etc…. 

Yet, in spite of the foreign influences which have been at work for centuries, 

the Celtic glamour shines over all. Nowhere has the proud Invader become 

more ‘truly Irish of’ the Irish than here in this city, set like a starry gem of 

Saxondom upon the hem of the skirt of Erin. 

 Nowhere is the drawl of the native more easily caught. Nowhere is the Celtic 

impulsiveness more quickly assumed. Nowhere has the native charm of 

hospitality and humorous light-heartedness surer sway. 

 Nowhere is the retort witty  more wont to flash out in casual conversation. 

Nowhere is the flavour of a good story more truly appreciated. Nowhere has 

the peculiarly  Celtic habit of improvising nicknames taken stronger root.  

 

 



 

It would seem, indeed, that the genius of the Land has especially chosen this 

city as a scene in which to enact a chief part  of the great tragicomedy that has 

been Ireland’s  history for such 700 years- that is the great Homeric joke of 

making despised Herbernianism the salt of the earth. By a magic touch of her 

wand, Inisfáil  turns the mocking Englishman into a solemn Irishman, and the 

despised and pandering Celt into the loveable type compounded of the 

shrewdness of the Saxon and the genial and kindly wit that grows like the 

shamrock in the bog and the mireland. 

 The tragedy is the slaying of the warring Ego of both types, English and Irish 

and the comedy is the substitution in each of the most despised- though the 

most distinctive- qualities of the other. 

Thus to the Irishman in Waterford has come a new spirit of healthy and 

cheerful commercialism whilst upon the stubborn Englishman has descended 

the stately melancholy that formerly belonged to low-minded but nobly 

patriotic kernes and gallowglasses of the Elizabethan era. 

Three things have produced the character of Waterford. 

1 Upon the native element in our population, the Bleakness-the Barrenness, 

the Poorness of the soil- has produced a counter characteristic of cheerfulness 

in adversity and make- belief…. 

The inland Riverside position of the city has made its inhabitants peculiarly 

susceptible to the manners of the foreigner and at the same time peculiarly 

deaf to the call of the sea, where breakers cannot be heard here where we 

dwell, seven miles from the line of the surf. 

The convenience of the port for alien navigators has brought upon us a 

constant stream of foreigners with dark manners and sometimes, still darker 

purposes . The defeating of these fell purposes and the blending of these 

suspicious manners have produced that mixture of unhappy class feeling and 

insatiable good-humour which are the chief ingredients in the civic character. 

2 Memories of the past are thick in Waterford. By the roadside are relics of 

former grandeur, degradation or power. Upon our hilltops are the altars of the 

Druids. In the heart of our city moulder the walls  and towers of a decayed 

civilization. These ruins of the past that block us at every step have produced a 



curious classification of our people- those aggrieved at thE suffering of former 

generations, and those who benefitted by chance or the fortunes of war…. 

Our memories are kept green about these matters long after they have ceased 

to matter, and artificial barriers oppose free social intercourse. 

3 Our institutions are a strange agglomeration. Our churches have opposed 

stern front to stern front for centuries. The old Corporation had a history of 

corruption and jobbery common to all such ancient bodies. Free -masonry  has 

had a grim hold upon the civic treasury  which is only today being loosened. 

The ease with which men of ability (?) could obtain ‘jobs’  stifled true industrial 

activity. 

The History of Waterford, therefore, has shaped the ends of our people. A 

cockpit of racial squabbles in the past, she had no time to put her house in 

order. So constantly the victim of drastic changes that at times the whole 

population withered away, it was impossible, it was impossible  for it to retain 

for long anything like a great industry or a great name in commerce. 

Bred upon change, yet continually rooted to the soil, its people imbibed 

cosmopolitan views whilst retaining a character of  genial flexibility and 

humorous cynicism. 

 Hoary with history, Waterford has only now reached a state of maturity and 

immunity from invasion by hordes and it is only now at the beginning  of what 

should be, by the aid of its great natural advantages, a notable career among 

the cities of the world. 

 


